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Approach Feb 02 2020 The naval aviation safety review.
The Safehouse May 07 2020 Detective Jessica Warren understands all too well how vulnerable women are in abusive relationships, and she's not
going to stand by and watch as innocent victims are injured, or worse. But with all the time and emotional energy she spends helping others, will she
be able to maintain her own life balance? And will she be able to outsmart the one member of the police force who doesn't approve of her unorthodox
methods?
Military Training Activities at Mākua Military Reservation, Hawai'i May 19 2021
Out Cold Apr 05 2020 When Karl, the schizophrenic, ex-GI with post traumatic issues shows up on Duffy’s caseload talking about governmental
conspiracy predictions Duff takes it in stride. When Karl’s terrorist predictions start coming true and he prattles on about the motives of defense
contractors, security firms and the profits of war, Duff begins to pay attention. But when Duff suffers his own traumatic brain injury getting knocked
out in the ring, Karl doesn’t look so crazy any more. With his own sanity on the line Duffy, Al and Karl travel across the country to foil the terrorists at
the Notre Dame football opener and the Columbine-type massacre. Oh yeah, and in the meantime there s that evil basset hound puppymill to deal
with. Step into the ring for round three and join Duffy, Al the basset hound, that collection of lovable drunks, the Fearsome Foursome for their
greatest adventure yet. Pull up a bar stool, crack a cold Schlitz, let Elvis light up the jukebox and get ready for the most therapeutic social worker
moonlighting as a pro boxer. When Duffy hears the bell everyone should keep their guard up. Praise for OUT COLD: “Out Cold floored me with a
quick one two of the serious and seriously funny. Schreck’s unique blending of the absurd and the sublime along with his rather oddball cast of
characters makes Out Cold a great read.” —Reed Farrel Coleman, two-time Shamus Award winning author of Empty Ever After “Out Cold is a fast,
funny, rip-roaring read, and Shreck’s wit and humor shines through on every page. But what I love most about Schreck’s creation, Duffy
Dombrowski, is the decency and dignity with which he treats the unforgettable cast of loonies, addicts, and criminals who parade through his office. I
haven’t cared this much about a protagonist in a good long while. Duffy is real hero and a true original.” —Blake Crouch, author of Abandon “Tom
Schreck will knock you to the mat with a sucker punch of laughs. Out Cold is an expert one-two combination of humor and humanity.” —Mario
Acevedo, author of Jailbait Zombie
Deployment Jan 03 2020 The world has failed the Darfur region, but devious politicians and generals have figured a way to polish their ow images
with no risk. They are going to use the National Guard. Sergeant Major Lucas Grant should have retired. Instead, he joined the Guard. The National
Guard stands ready to provide humanitarian relief wherever they may be sent, but they never expected anything like Darfur. Grant finds himself in
another shooting war, worse than anything he has known before. Islamic extremists want the country for Arab Muslims, the Sudanese Liberation
Army wants it for African Muslims, and both sides want the Americans out. And there's a problem with one of their own soldiers. Based on current
events in Darfur, American soldiers face the perils of helping the people no one cares about, and keeping each other alive while they do it.
Electronic Discovery: Law and Practice, 3rd Edition Oct 04 2022 Information that is crucial to your case can be stored just about anywhere in
Blackberries, on home computers, in cellphones, in voicemail transcription programs, on flash drives, in native files, in metadata... Knowing what
you're looking for is essential, but understanding technology and data storage systems can literally make or break your discovery efforts and your
case. If you can't write targeted discovery requests, you won't get all the information you need. With Electronic Discovery: Law and Practice, Third
Edition, you'll have the first single-source guide to the emerging law of electronic discovery and delivering reliable guidance on such topics as: Duty
to Preserve Electronic Evidence Spoliation Document Retention Policies and Electronic Information Cost Shifting in Electronic Discovery Evidentiary
Issues Inadvertent Waiver Table of State eDiscovery rules Litigation Hold Notices Application of the Work Product Doctrine to Litigation Support
Systems Collection, Culling and Coding of ESI Inspection of Hard Disks in Civil Litigation Privacy Concerns Disclosure under FOIA Fully grasp the
complexities of data sources and IT systems as they relate to electronic discovery, including cutting-edge software tools that facilitate discovery and
litigation. Achieve a cooperative and efficient approach to conducting cost-effective ESI discovery. Employ sophisticated and effective discovery tools,
including concept and contextual searching, statistical sampling, relationship mapping, and artificial intelligence that help automate the discovery
process, reduce costs and enhance process and information integrity Written by Adam Cohen of Ernst & Young and David Lender of Weil, Gotshal &
Manges LLP, Electronic Discovery: Law and Practice, Third Edition offers detailed analysis and guidance on the legal aspects of electronic discovery
never before collected in such a comprehensive guide. You'll save time on research while benefiting from the knowledge and experience of the
leading experts. Note: Online subscriptions are for three-month periods. Previous Edition: Electronic Discovery: Law & Practice, Second Edition,
ISBN 9781454815600
Of Days in Defiance Jul 09 2020 Jake Wallace does not recognize America anymore. What society once vilified is now glorified as governmental
politics change. For years he has watched the mainstream media gloss over domestic and world events with half truths, misinformation, or outright
lies. He confides in Cara Jannsen, a friend and co-worker but she is resistant, believing that cant happen here. Can he convince her of the truth
without driving her away? One day they witness an unnatural phenomenon that completely mystifies them. Later, Jake notices that no one is
reporting on this strange phenomenon and he draws his own conclusion. There is a cover-up. How high does it go? Soon they see people changing.
Riots ensue, plunging their town and county into chaos. Suddenly it hits him. The phenomenon is actually a catalyst for something more sinister.
Quickly events escalate nationwide, creating even more unrest. As the two become closer, Jake and Cara quickly realize the need to escape the
violence but something goes terribly wrong. So, begins their life changing journey of unbelievable highs and devastating lows, taking them across
two states in the fight for their lives in a country that they do not recognize, running from a new autocracy in search of freedom, life and love.
Torn: A YA Urban Fantasy Novel (Volume 2 of the Reflections Books) Aug 22 2021 The war between Alec Graves' pack and the other shape shifters in
town can't last much longer. He can't win and he can't run away. The new girl at school shouldn't matter, but the more he gets to know Adri, the
more mysterious she becomes. Is Adri an unfortunate victim or bait designed to draw Alec into a fatal misstep? If Alec guesses wrong he'll be pulled
into a fight that will cost him everything. Publisher's Note: Torn is a YA Urban Fantasy novel, and is one possible entry point into the books that make
up the Reflections Universe. The Reflections Universe is a series of clean YA Paranormal books featuring vampires, shapeshifters, werewolves and
more, which have been written so they can be safely enjoyed by both young adults and older readers alike. Torn is followed by Splintered, and is one
of several YA shapeshifter books available from Dean. The Reflections Universe: Some stories are too full of teen urban fantasy goodness to fit into
just one series! Dean Murray is the successful author of multiple clean young adult paranormal romance, urban fantasy, and epic fantasy series
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which collectively have more than 480,000 copies in circulation. Keywords: Young Adult, Urban Fantasy, YA, Free Book, Vampires, Werewolves, Dark
Urban Fantasy, Teen, Shapeshifters
Moonlight Rises Mar 29 2022 Dick Moonlight is dead for real this time. Thanks to a trio of masked thugs in a dark downtown Albany alley, he’s
purchased a one-way ticket to the Pearly Gates—that is, until he feels his floating spirit painfully pulled back into his bruised but breathing body. And
that’s when the real trouble starts. A private detective with a short-term memory problem due to a wayward self-inflicted slug, Moonlight knows he’s
still in danger. Now he just needs to know why. And he’s got plenty of enemies to keep him guessing—the Albany police, the local mob, even the
latest love of his life, Lola, can’t be trusted. Only his Vietnam-vet best friend, Georgie, is on the level. But it seems the goons who tried to take him
out have bigger fish to fry—chiefly Moonlight’s latest client, Peter Czech, a handicapped nuclear engineer with a mysterious Russian heritage. Czech
had something—a box—the gang believes is now in Moonlight’s possession, and they’re willing to get it any deadly way they can. Problem is,
Moonlight doesn’t recall Czech giving him any box—of course, that doesn’t mean he doesn’t have it. He just better figure out where it is before he
winds up dead for the last time. The Cold War is heating up once again in Vincent Zandri’s latest thriller. Moonlight Rises is a fast-paced, whip-smart
tale of a guy who can’t always remember getting into trouble—and can’t seem to stay out of it. For fans of Robert B. Parker, Michael Connelly, Ace
Atkins, Brett Battles, Don Winslow, and more comes an unputdownable mystery that’s sure to keep you up all night…in a good way.
Serious As a Heart Attack Sep 10 2020 In a gritty thriller from the acclaimed author whom William Vollmann called "a real storyteller," a street-smart
young woman takes what looks like an easy job and ends up having to solve a murder case -- before the next body that turns up is her own. Queenie
Sells is having what she thinks is a good day. After getting fired from her job at a calendar company for botching Daylight Savings, she is informally
hired by a wealthy acquaintance to track down his girlfriend, a stripper named Trigger Happy. But Queenie's seemingly good luck turns hard when
she finds Trigger dead in her apartment. Now Queenie's daily routine of being a drunk smart-ass is put on hold as she becomes both a suspect for the
murder and the target for an unknown predator. Hopping from bar to bar, from Coney Island clam stands to the Waldorf-Astoria, she inadvertently
lands on the trail of Trigger's killer and puts herself in the line of fire. Along the way she meets Rey, a private eye with a soft spot for tough-talking
ladies; Detective Olds, the stuttering cop who thinks Queenie's the culprit; and a dozen New York denizens, among them a cult recruiter, a hit man, a
thief, and even Rip Torn -- some strange, some sad, some sweet, and some deadly, every one dropping in and out of Queenie's life as she searches for
each fragile piece of the puzzle that may eventually lead her to the truth. With danger closing in on her, Queenie can't help but realize the
precariousness of her own mortality. As she stares out of the window at an old lady on the corner, she thinks, "There is nothing separating you from
that old lady right now -- maybe something, maybe time is all, but that's really nothing when you think about it." After all, thinks Queenie, it's just
days. But unless she can find the killer before the killer finds her, Queenie's days are seriously numbered.
World War 3 Triumph Of Terror Oct 31 2019 World War III, Triumph of Terror is a continuation of the story that is currently developing in the real
world. The developing struggle between the forces of Islamic terror against what we in the west consider to be a normal, peaceful existence. It is an
attempt to describe the devastation of a nuclear chemical biological war executed of the entire planet, destroying major population areas, and
blanketing the countryside with devastating contamination, disease and suffering. A severe nuclear winter encapsulates the entire planet, spelling
the end of human existence. The only thing that can save the few remaining lives on Earth is the Space Station Orion, a self-supporting space station
recently completed with the assets available to end the nuclear winter in a small part of the United States. This series covers the methods used to reestablish law and order, and begin the recovery in an attempt to save humanity.
Departure Day Jun 19 2021
They! Oct 24 2021
Deceitful Hunted Sep 30 2019 Quawi Ubati’s desperation to hold on to his half-billion-dollar cocaine empire built by blood and fear has led him to
hunt down two men responsible for the ultimate betrayal. This notorious Nigerian drug lord unleashes havoc that not even the powerful DEA could
withstand to find and kill those individuals he once trusted before planning the ultimate escape.
Thriller Almanac Mar 17 2021 Secrets and Serial Killers This FREE collection features excerpts from eight exciting mystery/thrillers! In David
Morrell’s The Protector, Agent Cavanaugh must defend a brilliant scientist with a secret so extraordinary he needs to disappear and adopt a new
identity. In Glen Apseloff’s Lethal Cure, Dr. Jake Warner battles the mysterious deaths of his patients as well as his own memory loss in an adventure
that takes him from the ER to the streets of Venice. Diane Fanning’s The Trophy Exchange introduces Detective Lucinda Pierce who tracks a serial
killer, suspecting that a respected international relief worker may be hiding a deadly secret. In J.E. Fishman’s The Dark Pool, insatiable Wall Street
players have wagered everything on certain real-world outcomes—and won't hesitate to pay off their claims with the blood of others. In G.D.
Gearino’s Counting Coup, a bored and cynical newspaper columnist falls in love with a beautiful woman and gets mixed up with her violent exhusband and his a million-dollar fraud scheme. In James Hankins’ Jack of Spades, a twisted serial killer is terrorizing Massachusetts and it's up to
Detective John Spader to find the man beneath the mask. Kathleen Taylor’s Funeral Food introduces a sleepy town where nothing ever
happens...until the body of a missionary is found in the broom closet of the Delphi Café, and waitress Tory Bauer is drawn into investigating this reallife mystery. In Steve Winshel’s A Twisted Path, ex-cop Bill Furyk is pulled into a murder investigation, and discovers a brutal, cruel, conspiracy that
destroys lives and protects the powerful.
Code Name: Kawaii: A Novel Jul 29 2019 Kiki Claymore never asked to be recruited into a top-secret group of female spies. But when espionage runs
in your family, it's only a matter of time... The women of Task Force Ten aren't happy about their newest recruit, Kiki Claymore. She doesn't like
taking orders, is terrible with a gun, and probably got the job through her family. Worse, a mole is relaying their every move to a group of
international terrorists. Kiki feels in over her head, and wants to quit. But it turns out her instincts are better than she thinks. While the rest of Task
Force Ten plays it safe, she dives into the middle of the action. A great idea. Until she ends up an accomplice to terrorist thugs. Ready to unleash a
nuclear holocaust over Europe. Romance, conspiracy and international intrigue have a new name… and that name is Kiki Claymore. Don’t miss any of
her thrilling adventures in the enigmatic world of global espionage! From Inside The Novel... Digby waved the remote. “Let the arm go around you.”
Kiki shot him a suspicious look, but she still nodded. The robot stretched its arm over. Then it positioned its body to lie beside her. It felt like an
awkward date in high school. “Hey baby,” came the robotic voice. “Why don’t we spoon?” Kiki burst out laughing. “What’s so funny?” asked Digby.
He wasn’t amused. “Yeah, baby, what’s so funny?” said the robot. Kiki laughed even harder. “This is the most significant advance in mankind’s
history. It is the result of years... no, decades of hard work. It has not been perfected just for you to get the giggle fits.” Kiki calmed down. “Okay, are
you serious about this? What the hell is it? I thought robots were used to build cars and microwaves.” Digby stood up. He looked like he was about to
give a speech. “This is the world’s first robotic sexual harassment simulator.” Kiki rolled her eyes. “It’s a sex robot. Built by nerds in Japan. Who are
afraid to talk to women.” “It’s a simulator. It’s used for training our intelligence agents on how to take advantage at the right time.” Kiki took a closer
look. The thing was certainly creepy. “It’s programmed with over three hundred different sex-hungry male personality types. From Syrian
diplomat—” Digby pressed a button on his remote. “To City of London hedge fund manager.” free, nuclear apocalypse, female secret agent,
amsterdam travel, canadian authors,
The Reflections Series Books 1 - 7 Jul 21 2021 The opening installment in a series that has received more than 2,200 5-star reviews. This omnibus
edition includes the first FIVE novels in the popular Reflections Series, plus two short stories, and is more than 1200 pages of romance, action and
danger set in one of the richest, most complex worlds in the genre. Adri Paige's arrival in Sanctuary thrusts her into a dangerous, shadowy world
most people don't believe exists, and places her in the middle of a war between darkly handsome Alec Graves and charismatic Brandon Worthingfield
that threatens to consume the entire town. On the surface, both Alec and Brandon are nothing more than average high-school guys, but as Adri is
pulled ever more deeply into their conflict she realizes that one of them wants to kill her. Adri needs to decide who to trust before her time runs out
once and for all. The first seven installments of the breathtaking epic paranormal romance Reflections series are finally available in one place for
more than 50% off of the normal retail price. This Bundle includes: Broken Torn Splintered Intrusion Numb Trapped Forsaken Keywords: Young
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Adult, Romance, Paranormal, Paranormal Romance, YA, Shape shifters, Werewolves, Teen, Urban Fantasy, Vampires
Operation: Rebirth Sep 03 2022
Vanished in Hiawatha Sep 22 2021 Begun as a pork-barrel project by the federal government in the early 1900s, the Canton Asylum for Insane
Indians (also known as the Hiawatha Insane Asylum) quickly became a dumping ground for inconvenient Indians. The federal institution in Canton,
South Dakota, deprived many Native patients of their freedom without genuine cause, often requiring only the signature of a reservation agent. Only
nine Native patients in the asylum’s history were committed by court order. Without interpreters, mental evaluations, or therapeutic programs, few
patients recovered. But who cared about Indians in South Dakota? After three decades of complacency, both the superintendent and the city of
Canton were surprised to discover that someone did care, and that a bitter fight to shut the asylum down was about to begin. In this disturbing tale,
Carla Joinson unravels the question of why this institution persisted for so many years. She also investigates the people who allowed Canton Asylum’s
mismanagement to reach such staggering proportions and asks why its administrators and staff were so indifferent to the misery experienced by
their patients. Vanished in Hiawatha is the harrowing tale of the mistreatment of Native American patients at a notorious asylum whose history helps
us to understand the broader mistreatment of Native peoples under forced federal assimilation in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Marine Scouts Aug 10 2020 August 1990, 30,000 Iraqi troops have invaded Kuwait and are in a position to influence nearly half of the worlds oil
supply. The United Nations condemn the aggression but it is clear that only military intervention is going to displace Saddam Hussein. Captain
Joseph Quarry Samuels and the Marines of Scout Platoon, 2nd Battalion, 2nd Marine Division are tasked with discovering the strength and
deployment of Iraqi troops. Quarry and his scouts are soon engaged in a game of cat and mouse with the 10,000-strong 108th Iraqi Armored Division.
Operating behind enemy lines, they put themselves squarely in danger's way in order to collect the intelligence necessary to launch military
operations. When hostilities end, with the greatest one-sided military victory of all time, the Marines deserve to be on their way home. However,
Quarry remains in Kuwait to continue the deadly game with an old nemesis, but this time with a new ally on his side.
Electronic Discovery Nov 05 2022 Information that is crucial to your case can be stored just about anywhere in Blackberries, on home computers, in
cellphones, in voicemail transcription programs, on flash drives, in native files, in metadata... Knowing what you re looking for is essential, but
understanding technology and data storage systems can literally make or break your discovery efforts and your case. If you can't write targeted
discovery requests, you won't get all the information you need. With Electronic Discovery: Law and Practice, Second Edition, you'll have the first
single-source guide to the emerging law of electronic discovery and delivering reliable guidance on such topics as: Duty to Preserve Electronic
Evidence Spoliation Document Retention Policies and Electronic Information Cost Shifting in Electronic Discovery Evidentiary Issues Inadvertent
Waiver Table of State eDiscovery rules Litigation Hold Notices Application of the Work Product Doctrine to Litigation Support Systems Collection,
Culling and Coding of ESI Inspection of Hard Disks in Civil Litigation Privacy Concerns Disclosure under FOIA Fully grasp the complexities of data
sources and IT systems as they relate to electronic discovery, including cutting-edge software tools that facilitate discovery and litigation. Achieve a
cooperative and efficient approach to conducting cost-effective ESI discovery. Employ sophisticated and effective discovery tools, including concept
and contextual searching, statistical sampling, relationship mapping, and artificial intelligence that help automate the discovery process, reduce
costs and enhance process and information integrity Written by Adam Cohen of Ernst and Young and David Lender of Weil, Gotshal and Manges LLP,
Electronic Discovery: Law and Practice, Second Edition, offers detailed analysis and guidance on the legal aspects of electronic discovery never
before collected in such a comprehensive guide. You'll save time on research while benefiting from the knowledge and experience of the leading
experts.
Face of Terror Jan 27 2022 A cadre of violent bank robbers is wreaking havoc in the Midwestern states, amassing a small fortune and a large body
count. Covered faces, jungle fatigues and foreign accents have everyone—from their victims to the government—thinking an Arab terror cell is to
blame. But the appearance of the criminals is deceiving. While tracking them, Mack Bolan discovers he is fighting an enemy nobody wants to
suspect—American soldiers. As the reign of terror escalates, Bolan realizes the group's ultimate objective is to destroy a major American city unless
the federal government pays an exorbitant sum. As the deadline approaches, the Executioner decides it's payoff time, handing the traitors the ransom
they deserve.
Missionary Doctor Apr 29 2022 Dr. Sarah Lynn Collins met Daniel Thomas as her patient in her last year of residency. He pursued her with much
affection, and Sarah Lynn found herself more and more attracted to him. Afraid of getting hurt again, Sarah Lynn decided to send him away. More
than a year later, Sarah Lynn is busy treating victims of a typhoid fever outbreak in the mountains of Honduras when the past catches up to her as
she discovers that Danny, now a missionary evangelist, is also in Honduras. She prays to God that their paths will cross, but will her prayers be
answered.
Deceit Feb 25 2022 The Third Book In The Rick Taylor Mystery Series.
2018: an Uncivil War Jun 07 2020 Stuart Milligan and Terrance Crawley have been best friends since they were teenagers. But they drifted apart
when Stuart went to college and Terrance joined the Marines. Stuart eventually obtained his degree in Business Management from the University of
Memphis while Stuart served as a military policeman in Iraq. After Stuart decided to follow Terrance into the Marine Corps, though as an officer, the
two of them ended up drifting apart. They unfortunately went in two separate directions as life seemingly pulled them apart. Now the two men are
living totally separate lives but are about to reignite their friendship amidst a very volatile backdrop. Political and controversial events will surely
strain their newly rekindled friendship at the very seams, which barely hold it all back together. When the American government decides to repeal
the 2nd Amendment after various terrorist atrocities are committed on the very lands of the great country it governs, many Americans do not stand
for it. And it does not take long before the lines are drawn on American soil, and many good Americans will end up bleeding upon it while fighting for
their various beliefs. 2018: An Uncivil War looks at the controversial sides of gun control versus gun rights. The author tries to offer convincing sides
to both arguments allowing the readers to decide where they stand in the whole debate. Fictional events within the novel possess the potential to
change one person's side to the other in the most surprisingly revealing way possible through scenes that will not only leave you speechless, but also
so intrigued that you cannot wait to read the next chapters as you read onward toward the shocking conclusion! If you like Ian Fleming and Tom
Clancy, you are sure to like Phil Sanderson's humble, yet bold style of storytelling as he crafts a story that will engage your full array of emotions as
well as your strong sense of honor.
Two The Hard Way Jul 01 2022 Coming up in the inner city, Kwame and Romeo Braxton never had anyone except their Nana and each other. So
when big brother Kwame caught two years for doing nothing but keeping the wrong kind of friends, their lives were turned upside down. And things
are about to get shaken up one more time. . . Romeo is seventeen and the star quarterback for the Tucker Tigers. He gets all the attention he can
handle from the honeys--and the big-time college football programs. Deciding where to take a scholarship should be Romeo's biggest problem, but
these days it's the last thing on his mind. . . Not only is Kwame finally getting out of jail, their absentee mother Pearl is back on the scene, and
Rome's girl Ngiai says she's ready to get serious. Oh, and a couple of thugs beat Pearl nearly to death and wrecked Nana's crib. With everything in
their lives out of control, Kwame and Rome are at a serious crossroads. Now they'll have to decide who's really got their backs, and what kind of
future they're ready to step up to. . . "Gritty, realistic, and unforgettable, Travis Hunter knows the urban teen scene." --Ni-Ni Simone, author of
Teenage Love Affair
Siam Storm - Trilogy Dec 02 2019 Three Hilarios Southeast Asian Adventures. Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam
The Sword Bearer Feb 13 2021 Most find out, as they start to walk down the narrow path toward God's glory, the Way is rarely easily traveled.
Hardships often come against those who choose to join the ranks of God's army. This truth is something Cayden must learn quickly as he takes up his
sword and walks the line between good and evil. He battles with his past, worldly influences, and the forces of the Keres as he discovers what it
means to be The Sword Bearer.
Horse Plains Dec 26 2021 You would think Paradise, Montana, would be a quiet little town nestled along the Clark Fork River. When Henry and
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Coker find a young girl dead in the river, things are not paradise. The sheriff refuses to investigate the murder, forcing Henry to team up with the
beautiful coroner Marie St. Croix to try and solve the case. The memories of the women from Henry's past still cut him deeply.
Developing Murder Mar 05 2020 Colorado's Fraser Valley struggles with the usual problems of the scenic high country-too much development, too
little water, culture clashes-but normally it's a peaceable community preoccupied with skiing the deep powder and making ends meet. Then the
Colorado Bureau of Investigation's Annette Trieri moves in and dead bodies start turning up. A developer who thrives on controversy, a muck-raking
writer, and a community leader all die under circumstances that, at first, look innocent. But inconsistencies pique Annette's suspicion, and she finds
that they're all tied to water in general and the Front-Range Associated Water Board in particular, predators from across the mountains with designs
on the valley's future. Ultimately, she's able to bring to justice the parties responsible for Developing Murder.
Origins of the Geomancer Aug 02 2022 In the year 2020, New Yorkborn arcana-archaeologist Russell Samway discovers the Staff of the Great
Geomancer, a magical artefact that once belonged to one of the most powerful earth elementalists in history at an archaeological dig in England
whilst under the onslaught of a small horde of merciless undead. Half the globe away, a group of individuals with unique skills and abilities is on their
way to thwart an evil shamans machinations in Indonesia. Surviving his ordeal in England against the merciless undead, Russell returns to New York
to enrol at a prestigious school of magic and befriends the group of unique individuals who thwart the evil shamans nefarious scheme in Indonesia.
Between the demons, undead, and juvenile shoplifters they come across, Russell slowly gets to know these mysterious individuals, who, alone,
struggle to bring down one of the worlds most powerful secret societies during their long quest for ancient artefacts.
Tales from the addict files volume 2: The Lottery Winner May 31 2022 Why did author King Khan write his thrilling Addict Files series? “I was
inspired by my own experience with drug abuse, and the devastation it caused in my life,” he says. “I decided to use my experience to write about
addiction in a graphic fashion to take the glamour out of drug use, for all those who think of it as an acceptable form of recreation.” In his second
book, The Lottery Winner, Tyrone Moxley is a sheltered graduate student attending Catholic University. He is serious, honest, and principled, with
values instilled in him by a loving and close-knit family. Paul Vincent is the opposite of Tyrone. He is a self-serving, narcissistic drug abuser who uses
anyone he comes across to satisfy his own selfish and petty desires. He also just won the lottery. This novel about a sheltered young man who crosses
the path of a despicable lottery winner exposes the naïve Tyrone to the dark elements of drugs, sex, and murder. It is also about loss of innocence,
but is tempered with the redeeming power of love and forgiveness. Set in Washington, D.C. and Philadelphia, this striking tale also tells the love story
of a beautiful young woman looking for her knight in shining armor. Will she find him?
A Desperate Plan Nov 24 2021 A Desperate Plan is a wonderful romp through the worlds of government, the military and medical care. You'll enjoy
it! -Lesley Visser, sportscaster/writer, ABC/ESPN A Desperate Plan is a fast paced, exciting political action thriller. It chronicles a sinister
government "cover-up" at its worst. All power, no ethics. -Barry Kutin, former speaker pro tempore, House of Representatives, State of Florida
legislature A Desperate Plan provides an accurate glimpse of prison life, a world few people know or want to know about. This plot is frightening, but
believable! It will keep you constantly guessing as to who are the good guys and who are the bad guys. Once you start it, you won't put it down. -Jim
Brigham, correctional medical professional
The Clause Oct 12 2020 Facing international gangsters in deadly shootouts and high-speed chases, Gill Underwood's fate rests on his mastery of
The Art of War...and on his thirst for vengeance. Gill Underwood and his jewel-heisting partner Trudy Elwell have been set up, and Trudy has paid
the ultimate price. Now Underwood, a former naval intelligence officer, is holding $150 million worth of hot sparks, running from ruthless gangs of
Serbians, Chinese, Israelis, and Cubans—and the Feds are closing in. With speed, technology, brains, and brawn, Underwood must turn the tables in
a heart-pounding game of cat and mouse that leads to the most deadly enemy of all. Praise: One of Jon Jordan's (Crimespree) most memorable books
of 2012! "Abundant action, comic confrontations, and clever deceits make for a fun-filled read. The final twist is not to be missed."—Library
Journal(starred review) "The fast-paced action builds to a devilishly complex solution."—Publishers Weekly "Wiprud excels at creating a sense of
place; readers will feel like they're right there with Gill on New Jersey's Gold Coast and throughout the Big Apple and beyond."—RT Book Reviews
"Wickedly clever and meticulously engaging crime fiction by a master of the genre."—Fresh Fiction "The Clause will appeal to readers who look for
Bourne Identity style thrillers. The book is carefully plotted, slowly revealing the schemes and the identity of the anti-hero Gill, who is not what he
seems to be, while at the same time keeping him breathlessly on the run from three flavors of bad guy and the law."—Night Owl Reviews
Evil's Redemption Apr 17 2021 In the exciting and shocking sequel to the Dark Mist Of Autumn. Mark Barresi has set out to create a blend of
Horror and Action that will quip the reader page after page of a full adrenaline rush. He has created a hero never before seen in novel or film. An
ancient Evil that has no remorse or fear to let any one stand in their way so that their beliefs to their one true lord will live on forever. In the true
meaning of Good against Evil. Malapaso homicide detective Marc Collins stars in his second novel. He believes he has saved Kathy Westscott from
the evil satanic cult that wanted to sacrifice her to the supreme dark lord himself. Collins thinks he can now concentrate on retiring from the police
force, and he looks forward to his life with Dr. Shannon Medford. However, Jacob Mulkryne and his followers now set forth their plan of vengeance to
stop at nothing as they try to end Collins life and all who helped him save Kathyand put an end to Mulkrynes devout first colony, which he founded
himself so many years ago. Mulkryne will send out his legions of evil to make certain Kathy is properly scarifi ed this time as his soul seeks
forgiveness to Satan for his failure. Marc will have to endure more pain physically and mentally because he knows he has to go all out and destroy
the one man who holds a wrath of evil and destruction never before seen in our modern world. With the help of FBI Special Agent David Calico. Marc
will set out on a mission of vengeance and personal sacrifice to defeat the greatest evil of allor else fail and let Mulkryne have his unholy
redemptiontion.
Rico Law Dec 14 2020 In this thrilling, romantic tale, a young black man from the Bronx named Rico meets a beautiful young Dominican woman
named Zema. Rico and Zema falls in love after getting to know one another. Zema takes Rico shopping, asking Rico if he would want to meet and
work for Zema’s father and boss, Paja. Rico accepts the job opportunity and meets Zema’s father and boss under their family business in the name of
love, not knowing what the job was. How far would anyone go for love? Rico and Zema loved each other dearly; therefore, they would do anything for
one another. However, Rico comes to find out Zema’s father and boss, Paja, is the boss and head of the Dominican cartel. In this deep, dark cartel
world, Rico has to prove himself to be part of Paja’s family and organization. In the midst of that, Rico has to survive and learn fast how to handle
enemies and alliances among the cartel wars. How long can Rico stay alive to stay in love?
Blue Turban Terrorist Jun 27 2019 This story will tell you about how two U.S. Soldiers were on a fact-finding mission for the United Nations,
actually for the CIA, when a Sidewinder missile struck the side of the airplane, apparently a dud made in China, it did not explode. The smoke-filled
Hercules C-130 was on fire going down and in the confusion the Air Force Crew ejected everything - including the soldiers sitting in a Hummer as
required while airborne. They were ejected out the rear like garbage. Their lives seemed lost’ gone forever as the aircraft disappeared into the early
morning. They landed somewhere, their radio sustained fatal damage. Lost, stranded, shaken, their courage kept them alive. Shot and wounded by
terrorists, they did battle with earthquakes, volcanoes, religious artifacts and beautiful girls as they tried to get home.
Chalice - Siam Storm 2 Nov 12 2020 Staring down at the culmination of his life’s work, Professor Norman Rumble is horrified and unable to
comprehend what has happened... How could he have known? Book #2 in the Hilarious Siam Storm adventure series. This time, Stu and Spock team
up with Pon to recover the once-again stolen the holy relic, though this time it’s disappeared for an even stranger and more astonishing reason. The
pursuit takes them to Cambodia, where they need to thwart plans that have the potential to change the human race, and turn Spock and Stu into
fruit-based drinkers. When our heroes are two English scallywags and a mad Thai monk, what can possibly go wrong?
Solaris Rising 3 Jan 15 2021 FEATURING NEW WRITING BY Benjanun Sriduangkaew // Chris Beckett // Julie E. Czerneda // Ken Liu // Tony
Ballantyne // Sean Williams // Laura Lam // Aliette de Bodard // Ian Watson // Gareth L. Powell // Nina Allan // Adam Roberts // George Zebrowski //
Cat Sparks // Rachel Swirsky // Benjamin Rosenbaum // Alex Dally MacFarlane // Ian R. MacLeod & Martin Sketchley Award-nominated editor Ian
Whates showcases the best in contemporary science fiction, celebrating new writing by a roster of diverse and exciting authors. Here you will
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discover how this ‘literature of ideas’ produces stories of astonishing imagination and incisive speculation. Solaris Rising 3 thrillingly demonstrates
why science fiction is the most relevant, daring and progressive of genres.
The Darkness Of 10,000 Stars Aug 29 2019 TITLE: THE DARKNESS OF 10,000 STARS AUTHOR: JOHN J. ENSMINGER, PhD. “Meet Arthur Banks, a
wise gentleman, nearly 80, retired Navy chaplain, who has been a friend to George Farmer and his sons all his life.” “However, after George passed
away, Arthur experienced a long absence from the Farmer family, and he is stunned, when, suddenly, he receives a phone call from Nick Farmer,
George’s youngest son, and his godson.” “Although Nick has called primarily to say hello to his old friend, he’s expressed to Arthur that he’s having a
serious health problem, and that he, his wife and children now reside up on the coast highway in a small town called Sinnerville. Nick is coming down
to ‘Frisco for some tests the following week and he may be able to stop and see Arthur.” “Although Arthur was gladly anticipating Nick’s visit,
nothing ever came of it. Therefore, Arthur telephones Nick to plan a trip to Sinnerville to meet his family and visit Nick about his illness." “Arthur
makes the 5 1⁄2 trip to Sinnerville and learns that everything appears to be fine with Nick and his family. Nick’s problem seems to stem from
something terrible going on at the Post Office, where he works, but Arthur feels sure things will all settle down and work out. He promises his
constant support and prayers, whatever happens.” “However, a few days later, while Arthur has been home, he receives another sudden call, this
time from Nick’s wife, Darlene, whom he has just met. She wants Arthur to return ASAP, as Nick is reportedly acting suicidal.” “With tremendous
concern, Arthur advises Darlene to remove all the weapons from the property, if she can do so safely.. and he promises to return as soon as he can
work out his travel plans.” “When he does return to Sinnerville, Nick’s health had visibly declined; he is in a dark, confused mood. Nick attempts to
explain what’s been going on at work, but it all seems quite unbelievable. However, Darlene agrees that it is exactly as her husband has said.
Therefore, Arthur plans to look into the matter on their behalf, if they’ll allow it.” **** “This is a story of friendship, hope and courage, as Nick and
Darlene’s fates unravel before our eyes. Arthur learns something about evil from the small town of Sinnerville and its people; but in spite of them, he
carries on to act courageously, to try to help, and later, to try to locate and rescue, his lifelong friend, and his family. You may wish you had a friend
like Arthur Banks, who is persistent to the end. You may wish you had his courage and his grit,in difficult times."
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